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Remove Debris From the Pool

Brush Walls & Tiles

Use a Skimmer Net to Remove leaves, instects and other debris that may not get picked up by your pool skimmer.

Routinely Clear any debris out of your pool skimmer basket. 

Ensure that the pool pumps hair and lint trap is free and clear of obstruction. 

Check Pool Equipment

Clean Filters

Monitor Water Level
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It is crucial to maintain the correct water in your pool or spa.

your pool pump or skimmer may be subject to damage and will operate less efficiently.

Having your pool over full may also cause damage to your pump or skimmer and possibly damage your liner.

Carefully Inspect & clean the pool filter & pump for any damage that may have occurred over the winter season.

Examine the Pool heater and other electrical equipment.

Check over any other equipment such as chlorinators, ozone generators, salt chlorine generators, and uv sanitizers.

if you have not already clean out your filter cartridge if you do not plan on replacing it.

For sand filter owners replace your sand filter Media. we recommend using #20 Silica Sand.

To make cleaning your cartridge filter easier try using a filter cleaner solution or the aqua comb!

Pro Tip: Use nylon brushes for all pool surfaces, stainless steel for plaster or pebble. Use a corner brush for jets, skimmers, and corners!

Invest in a Robotic pool cleaner to do all the hard work for you.

Ideally you should brush your pool after adding chemicals, to clean stains, or to break up algae before adding algaecide.

Brushing your pool prevents, scale, stains, algae, and corrosion



 vacuum your pool

Maintain Chemical Balance

Shock Treatment

Pool Safety Considerations

Winterization (For Seasonal Pools)

Using the right tool for the job makes it easier work harder not smarter pool vacuums come in many shapes and sizes.

manual (standard) pool vacuums are the most common and cheapest type of pool vacuum that attaches to a standard pool pole.

a robotic pool cleaner can eliminate the hassle of pool maintenance, allowing you to spend more time enjoying your swim and less time on cleaning.

having the correct levels of chlorine, pH, alkalinity, and calcium hardness can make your swimming experience even more enjoyable.

Additionally measure the levels of cyanuric acid (CYA) typically found in stabilized chlorine of chlorine stabilizers. this should be around 30 - 50 ppm.

Adjust Alkalinity between 80-120 ppm, ph between 7 - 7.8, chlorine 1 - 3 ppm., and calcium hardness to around 200-400 ppm.

chlorine Pool shock treatments often conatin di-chlor or calcium hypochlorite. 

non-chlorine shock treatments often utilize hydrogen peroxide or potassium monopersulfate.

chlorine pool shock easily defeats stubborn algae and effectively kills bacteria. chlorine has a strong smell and is often in a liquid, tablet, or granular form. 

while a non-chlorine shock is also known as an oxidizer is a less harsh option to clean your pool but is not as effective against killing bacteria and algae.

Never mix pool chemicals unless advised per the manufacturer’s instructions.

Clean and balance the pool water to maintain quality during the winter months.

Lower the water level and drain all equipment to prevent freezing and potential damage.

Get a high quality winter pool cover to protect it from debris, algae growth, and harsh winter weather.

Install a secure fence and gate around the pool area to prevent unauthorized access.

Supervise children and inexperienced swimmers at all times when they are near the pool.
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